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ABSTRACT Geostationary orbit (GSO) satellite communication systems (SCSs) play an important role
in nowadays satellite communication. Orbiting in the Clarke Belt, the GSO satellites provide voice, video,
Internet access, and other data services to the users all over the world. The GSO SCSs are seeking for more
spectrum resource to satisfy the growing demand of high downlink data rate, while the radio astronomy
system (RAS) is suffering the inevitable radio-frequency interference (RFI) from the downlink of these GSO
satellites. To solve the conflict between the GSO SCSs and the RAS in the spectrum allocation, we propose
a spectrum sharing paradigm for the GSO SCS and the RAS with three potential RFI reduction methods.
Depending on the radio astronomical observation (RAO) tasks of different observatories, the corresponding
appropriate RFI reduction method combination can be chosen. Our analyses show that the proposed paradigm
can guarantee most of the telescopes with the sample loss rate lower than 2% in both protected and
unprotected RAS bands, while the SCS can obtain up to 13.88% extra average downlink throughput.
INDEX TERMS RFI mitigation, GSO satellites, radio astronomy, spectrum sharing.
I. INTRODUCTION

Radio spectrum is a limited natural resource and its usage can
be classified into two types – active wireless services which
transmit and receive electromagnetic waves and passive wireless services which conduct signal reception only. Obviously,
passive wireless services are prone to Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) from active wireless services and spectrum
access conflict arises between the two types of services.
A Radio Astronomy System (RAS) is an example of
important passive wireless services. RAS not only provides
a description of the universe and its history, but also enables
testing of the laws of fundamental physics, e.g., the General
Theory of Relativity [1]. It is expanding from a phenomenological science to astro-physics and astro-chemistry for which
the Radio Astronomical Observation (RAO) is intrinsically
sensitivity-limited and interference-free environments are
needed. Generally, RAS wants to observe all available frequency bands ranging from 2 MHz to 1000 GHz to obtain
as much as possible the information of the universe [2].
Yet, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [3] only
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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guarantee a few bands for RAS as primary use, which indicates that RAOs in others bands are unprotected and may face
severe RFI from active wireless services [4], [5].
Satellite Communication System (SCS) is one of the
prominent active wireless systems with several benefits to the
society as it offers voice, video, data, weather and navigation
services to the users, especially for those not covered by
ground communication networks. In addition, it plays a critical role in disasters and emergencies management [6], which
would save many lives. Nevertheless, its global coverage
nature, which is a unique advantage for global communication, inevitably causes a more prominent RFI issue to the
RAS side than other active wireless systems would do. This
paper focuses on the spectrum access issue between RAS and
GSO SCS.
To capture weak cosmic signals which are much lower
than the wireless communication signals generated by SCS,
the ground telescopes are equipped with large size parabolic
antennas and high-sensitivity receivers. The observatories are
usually built in remote areas protected by radio quiet zones
to prevent RFI from the ground wireless communication
systems leaking into the main beam of the radio telescopes.
In spite of this, with the growth of the human population
and the broader use of the wireless communications, the RFI
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issue for the RAS becomes more thorny. Thus, RFI mitigation
plays a more critical role. The existing RFI mitigation methods include digital filtering and sub-space filtering [7]–[10],
spatial filtering with array instruments [11]–[17], auxiliary
antenna based RFI removal [18]–[21], cognitive radio based
approaches [22]–[24], and time-division spectrum sharing
[25]–[29]. However, due to the relative locations of the
ground telescopes and the satellites, the signals from the
satellites may directly hit the dish surface of the telescope and
consequently cause strong RFI to the RAS. And the existing
RFI mitigation methods are not effective in such cases.
Several cases of GSO satellites’ RFI to RAS have
been reported in the literature. For example, the Effelsberg
100-meter Telescope suffered huge sample loss (up to 90%)
in 10.6 – 10.7 GHz (a protected band allocated to RAS)
since 1995 as a GSO satellite called ASTRA-1D, started
TV broadcasting with 10.714 GHz as its downlink at that
time. In addition, [30] indicates that the major source of
the RFI in K band (18.0 – 26.5 GHz) at Very Large
Array in New Mexico is the GSO satellites in the Clarke
Belt. Two frequency bands in K band with frequency range
22.21 – 22.5 GHz and 23.6 – 24.0 GHz have been allocated to
RAS for investigating water vapor and Ammonia in the space.
However, the observation and investigation of another critical
substance called Cyclopropenylidene, which has a ubiquitous
interstellar line at 18.343 GHz in K band [31], may face strong
RFI from the GSO satellites as 18.3 – 18.8 GHz is assigned
to the GSO satellites instead of RAS for space-to-earth link.
According to the current spectrum allocation, among the three
bands (22.21 – 22.5 GHz, 23.6 – 24.0 GHz, 18.3 – 18.8 GHz)
mentioned above, active wireless communication systems
need to avoid causing detrimental RFI to RAS only in the
first two bands. Thus, the first two bands are protected and the
last one is unprotected from the RAS’s perspective. Note that
let alone unprotected bands, even protected bands for RAS
often experience detrimental RFI as mentioned above.
Considering the increasing conflict of the spectrum usage
and RFI issue between the GSO SCS and the RAS, we propose a new spectrum sharing paradigm for the SCS and the
RAS with the following characteristics/advantages: i) The
RFI in the bands of interests for the RAS, whether being
allocated to the RAS or not, can be reduced. ii) The GSO
SCS can obtain more downlink bandwidth/throughput for
transmitting data and hence will be willing to cooperate with
the RAS and implement the RFI reduction methods. iii) The
ground telescopes of different observatories, with some synchronization, offer some idle RAS bands to the SCS to afford
the SCS’s downlink traffic. iv) The SCS will exploit the
spare RAS bands together with an appropriate RFI reduction
method to improve the RAO quality of the telescopes as well
as to increase the SCS downlink bandwidth/throughput.
Our main contributions in this paper include the following:
1) We analyze the RFI impact of SCS on the ground
telescopes in the unprotected RAS bands (which has
not been studied in the literature) and compare it with
that in the protected RAS bands.
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TABLE 1. Subscripts used in this paper.

2) We demonstrate how some existing RFI reduction
methods can be used to reduce RFI in the unprotected
RAS bands at the telescopes. We also analyze the corresponding RFI reduction capabilities and RAO sample
loss rate for the RAS and the service/throughput loss for
the SCS caused by the application of these methods.
3) We propose a new spectrum sharing paradigm where
the ground RAS telescopes and the GSO SCS cooperate
to achieve more observability for the RAS as well
as more downlink bandwidth/throughput for the SCS.
Based on this paradigm, we develop three methods to
reduce the RFI from the GSO satellites to the ground
telescopes, namely, i) reorganization of the spectrum
resource to minimize the unwanted emission power of
the GSO satellites in the RAO bands, ii) rearranging the
subband allocation of the GSO satellite’s beams based
on their unwanted emission power and bandwidth, and
iii) cell-based beam switch approach to suppress the
RFI of the GSO satellites.
4) We investigate the roles of the parameters in the three
proposed RFI reduction methods on RFI reduction and
RAO sample loss rate at the telescopes. Then, we evaluate the performance of these methods when jointly
applied in different scenarios by means of Monte Carlo
simulations and compare them with two recent existing
RFI reduction methods. The results show that our proposed paradigm can lower the RAO sample loss rate of
the telescopes in different RAS bands and offer more
downlink bandwidth/throughput to the SCS in several
scenarios.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
GSO SCS and ground telescopes model, and analyzes the RFI
level and sample loss rate of the ground telescopes caused by
the GSO satellites’ downlink. Section III shows applications
of some existing RFI reduction methods for RFI reduction
in the unprotected RAS bands, and analyzes the sample loss
rate of the ground telescopes and the service loss of the GSO
satellites. Section IV proposes three RFI reduction methods.
Section V discusses about different choices of the parameters
in the three RFI reduction methods and the corresponding
effects on the RFI at the telescopes. Numerical results of the
RFI and the sample loss rate of telescopes and the downlink average throughput ratio of the SCS with the proposed
93953
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TABLE 2. Notations used in this paper.

paradigm in different scenarios are analyzed and compared
with the existing methods in the section. Section VI concludes
this paper.
Notations: The list of key subscripts and notations used in
the paper are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively for
easy access.

The instantaneous EPFD between telescope i and satellite
j’s kth beam at time t can be calculated with the following
formula:

II. RFI ANALYSIS FOR GROUND RADIO TELESCOPES
UNDER GSO SATELLITES
A. INTERFERENCE FROM GSO SATELLITES TO
GROUND RADIO TELESCOPES

where PUE,j,k is the unwanted emission power of satellite j’s
kth beam at RAO band, GT,j,k (t) is the transmitting antenna
gain of the GSO satellite j’s kth beam towards the direction
of telescope i at time t, GR,i,j (t) is the receiving antenna gain
of telescope i towards the direction of satellite j at time t,
and di,j (t) is the distance between telescope i and satellite j at
time t. Since the GSO satellites are relatively stationary to the

As mentioned in the ITU documents [32]–[34], the interference level of the GSO satellites can be evaluated
in terms of the Equivalent Power Flux-Density (EPFD).
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EPFDi,j,k (t) =

PUE,j,k GT,j,k (t)GR,i,j (t)
2 (t)
4πdi,j

(1)
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earth surface, di,j and GT,j,k are fixed across time1 . Then, for
telescope i, the average RFI EPFD it receives during a certain
RAO task with time duration Tinte,i can be represented as
EPFDi (Tinte,i ) =

1
Tinte,i

R
Tinte,i

P

NP
beam

EPFDi,j,k (t)dt

j∈IGSO,i k=1

(2)
where IGSO,i is the index set of GSO satellites that can be
viewed from telescope i (the satellites with elevation angle
larger than 0◦ in the view of telescope i) and Nbeam is the
number of beams that each GSO satellite uses for its downlink
transmission. Due to the shape of earth, not all GSO satellites
are visible to a certain telescope. Substituting Eq. (1) into
Eq. (2) and separating the time-varying element, we have
EPFDi (Tinte,i ) =

beam
X NX
PUE,j,k GT,j,k

2
4πdi,j
Z

j∈IGSO,i k=1

·

1
Tinte,i

GR,i,j (t)dt.

(3)

Tinte,i

Note that GR,i,j (t) depends on the RAO beam direction as
well as the telescope-to-satellite direction. If the RAO beam
direction is fixed at a particular RAO target during an interval,
then GR,i,j (t) is constant during that interval.

FIGURE 1. The 58 existing ground observatories’ locations on earth.

B. GROUND TELESCOPE MODEL

To evaluate the GSO SCS induced RFI and the corresponding
improvement of our proposed new paradigm, we use the
58 existing ground observatories as our reference. The red
dots in Fig. 1 show the locations of the referenced observatories. To simplify the RFI analysis process, we assume all of
the observatories use their biggest single dish telescopes to
conduct the RAO. In addition, the radio telescopes are considered to be capable of observing all the bands we discuss in the
paper and a minimum elevation angle of 10◦ for observation
is required to avoid the RFI from ground wireless service
leaking into the main beam of the telescopes and corrupting
the observation.
1 In practice, the GSO satellites may move within a ‘box’ due to the effect
of the lunar/solar gravitation. Nevertheless, the size of the ‘box’ is limited
(about 0.15◦ around nominal satellite position), and such deviation will not
affect our analysis. Furthermore, the GSO satellites will typically use their
thrusters to keep their positions/orbits stable.
VOLUME 7, 2019

To verify our proposed paradigm can deal with the ground
telescopes in different RAO modes, we consider 3 different
types of RAO modes, which are
• Target tracking mode: The radio telescope tracks a certain target when the target is within its observation range
(which mean the elevation angle of the target is larger
than 10◦ ). As the RAO target is far away from the earth,
the relative position of the target can be viewed as static
in the solar earth system. Thus, the telescope will adjust
its beam direction to focus on the target and cancel the
effect of the earth rotation during RAO.
• Sky-mapping mode: The radio telescope scans across
the sky to obtain the emission information of different
directions. Here we assume that the telescope will slew
its beam in north-south direction periodically. With the
rotation of the earth, the beam will naturally scan the
east-west direction. By this, the telescope can capture
the emission strength distribution of the sky.
• Fixed-direction mode: The radio telescope fixes an
observation direction in a period of time. This RAO
mode can be used for observation in dispersed targets or a small area in sky.
In addition, in this paper, we focus on 3 bands that arouse
the interest from RAS side, which are
1) RAS band I: 18.28 – 18.36 GHz,
2) RAS band II: 22.21 – 22.5 GHz,
3) RAS band III: 23.6 – 24.0 GHz.
The 3 bands are used for searching cyclopropenylidene
(C3H2), water vapour (H2O), and ammonia (NH3) in space
respectively. The RAS bands II and III have been assigned to
RAS for its primary use [3] and therefore are well protected
with less RFI from other active wireless services. On the
other hand, the RAS band I is assigned to satellites for
space-to-earth (downlink) transmission and consequently the
telescopes may receive strong RFI while conducting RAO in
this band. Hence, new RFI reduction methods are needed to
enable RAO in the RAS band I.
In addition, according to [32], the detrimental RFI threshold for the RAO depends on the specific RAO band’s bandwidth and center frequency, the minimum antenna noise
temperature, the receiver noise temperature, the observation
type (e.g. continuum observation, spectral-line observation or Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observation), as well as the RAO integration time. Table 1 in [32]
offers the detrimental RFI thresholds for the RAS bands II and
III for continuum observation as the two bands are assigned to
RAS for its primary use, while the detrimental RFI threshold
for the RAS band I is unmentioned. Therefore, we use the
minimum antenna noise temperature and the receiver noise
temperature for the RAS band 15.35 – 15.40 GHz as an
example to determine the threshold for the RAS band I.
C. GSO SATELLITE SYSTEM MODEL

Currently, about 700 functional GSO satellites are in the
Clarke Belt and most of them are operated by individual
operators with limited or no cooperation between each other.
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FIGURE 2. Downlink band allocation of the 3 groups of GSO satellites.

Their downlinks are in C, Ku, K, or/and Ka bands. We consider a future large-scale RAS-friendly GSO satellite communication system where the satellites can be controlled and
operated by multiple operators but with tight cooperation.
To illustrate the proposed approaches, we consider a GSO
satellites model with 221 GSO satellites, using a proportion
of K band (17.3 – 20.2 GHz) for downlink (space-to-earth)
transmission2 . Specifically, the GSO satellites are divided
into 3 groups and each group of satellites uses a proportion
of that band. Fig. 2 demonstrates the detailed band allocation
of different groups of satellites3 . As shown in the figure,
each group of the satellites use one SCS band, which consists
of 10 equal-bandwidth subbands. Each spot beam of the satellite uses one subband for downlink transmission. In addition,
we assume each GSO satellite has 10 groups of spot beams
and each beam group has 4 spot beams. In other words, each
satellite is equipped with 40 spot beams to support the users
in 40 different areas. The satellite will allocate each group of
spot beams with one subband from its assigned band.
In addition, we assume the GSO satellites are serving the
users on the land area within latitude range 75◦ S – 75◦
N. The corresponding areas are divided into cells and each
satellite serves 40 cells which are able to view the specific
satellite in line of sight. In this case, several spot beams from
different satellites may share the same service area (cell),
which offers the flexibility of using one spot beam to support
the users of another spot beam without adjusting the pointing
directions of the spot beams. Fig. 3 shows the cell locations
where ‘x’ markers represent the centers of the cells and the
color reflects the number of the spot beams which are serving
this cell. Other detailed parameters of the GSO satellites we
consider are shown in Table 3. In addition, to implement the
beam switch method, we assume the users of the SCS are
able to change their antenna pointing directions. This can
be realized by a multi-focal parabolic antenna [35], a motordriven antenna [36] or an antenna array [37].
D. UNWANTED EMISSION POWER OF THE GSO
SATELLITE’S SUBBAND TRANSMISSION

Since the major task of the radio telescopes is to obtain the
emissions of natural celestial objects, the emissions from
other objects like GSO satellites are generally considered as
2 In this paper, we consider a fully cooperative GSO satellite system and

leave the problem of the partially cooperative GSO satellite system for future
investigation.
3 In the rest of the paper, we consider the band allocation in Fig. 2 as the
original band allocation plan of the SCS. In addition, we name the SCS using
the original band allocation as the ‘original SCS’.
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FIGURE 3. Cell locations of the GSO satellites with the number of spot
beams which serve the cells.
TABLE 3. GSO satellite system settings.

unwanted emissions which will cause interference to the cosmic signals collected by the radio telescopes. The unwanted
emission power spectrum of the SCS downlink subbands is
a key factor that shapes the RFI received by the ground telescopes. However, this power spectrum in practice is related
to the modulation type, the RF filter, the transmission power
and other hardware settings. In this paper, to be general,
we assume the GSO SCS satellites use the emission mask
defined in [39], [40] by FCC and US government. The Power
Spectrum Density (PSD) of the transmitted signals out of the
assigned band is limited by the emission mask with respect
to the maximum PSD of the signals in the assigned band
measured in a reference bandwidth. Denote the bandwidth of
a subband which is assigned for the downlink transmission as
Bsub , the center frequency of the assigned subband as fc , and
the maximum PSD of the signals measured in the reference
bandwidth in this subband as PSDmax . Then, the PSD of
the unwanted emission PSDUE (f ) at frequency f out of the
subband should satisfy
PSDUE (f ) ≤ PSDmax · 10

SEM (f )
10

(4)

where
SEM (f ) = max{−40 · log10 (

2 · |f − fc |
) − 8, −60},
Bsub
Bsub
|f − fc | ≥
.
2

(5)
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The unwanted emission power in the RAO band with fRAO,L
and fRAO,U as the lower and upper edges must satisfy4
Z fRAO,U
SEM (foff )
PUE (fRAO,L , fRAO,U ) ≤
PSDmax · 10 10 df . (6)
fRAO,L

Here, we assume the SCS allows the satellites to generate
maximum allowable unwanted emission power and therefore
we can pick the equality in Eq. (6). Since PSDmax is related to
the specific power distribution of the signals in the assigned
band, without loss of generality, we consider PSDmax =
10 Watt
100 MHz and keep this value for different Bsub in this paper.
In addition, we assume PSD(f ) = PSDmax for fc − Bsub
2 ≤
Bsub
f ≤ fc + 2 so that we can evaluate the interference
power if the RAO band is overlapping with the downlink
band of the satellites. Fig. 4 shows the relative attenuation
function SEM (·) versus different relative frequency difference
(separation) |f − fc |/Bsub values. It can be noticed from the
curve that for the same Bsub and same RAO band, a larger
frequency separation between the RAO band and the assigned
subband, in general, leads to a smaller PUE . However, if the
frequency separation is large enough (e.g., exceeding 1000%
relative to Bsub ), the PUE will reach its lower bound and no
further RFI reduction can be achieved with a larger frequency
separation due to the flat spectral mask floor in Eq.(5).

FIGURE 5. Unwanted emission power of the satellites’ transmission in
subbands centered at different frequencies in different RAS bands.

unwanted emission power of the subbands varies a lot in the
RAS band I. Specifically, for the two subbands centered at
18.25 GHz and 18.35 GHz which are overlapping with the
RAS band I, the corresponding unwanted emission power is
extremely high compared to the unwanted emission power of
other subbands. This imposes a major concern of RFI in the
two overlapping subbands.
E. RFI FROM OTHER ACTIVE WIRELESS SYSTEMS

FIGURE 4. Relative PSD attenuation versus different |f − fc |/Bsub values.

As mentioned before, we focus on 3 RAS bands which are
I) 18.28 – 18.36 GHz, II) 22.21 – 22.5 GHz and, III) 23.4 –
24.0 GHz. For the subbands shown in Fig. 2, the correspond10 Watt
ing unwanted emission powers with PSDmax = 100
MHz are
shown in Fig. 5. The x-axis represents the location of these
subbands on the frequency spectrum and the y-axis denotes
the unwanted emission power of these subbands in the three
RAS bands. From the figure we can see that for different
subbands, the unwanted emission power remains the same
in the RAS bands II and III, which is due to that the frequency separations (2.01 GHz and 3.4 GHz) between the
SCS downlink bands and the RAS bands exceed 1000% of
Bsub (100 MHz). On the other hand, the downlink bands and
the RAS band I are close to each other and consequently the
4 See Chapter 5.6.2 of [40] for details about the equation.
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Besides the GSO satellite systems, other active wireless systems, including the Non-Geostationary Orbit (NGSO) satellites, the ground-based/airborne RADAR, and the ground
cellular communication systems, can also generate harmful
RFI to the ground telescopes and therefore should be included
in the RFI evaluation. Without losing generality, we assume
the average RFI generated by other active wireless systems at
telescope i consists of two parts, which are a slowly-changing
part EPFDex,S,i (t) and a rapidly-changing part EPFDex,R,i (t).
The first part is generated by some stable wireless sources like
the TV broadcasting tower, whose RFI EPFD can be viewed
as a constant EPFDex,S,i within the RAO duration. The second
part is caused by time-varying bursty communications from
all other active wireless systems, for which we can invoke
the central limit theorem and the law of large numbers to
assume identically distributed complex Gaussian interference
in different RAO bands and hence model EPFDex,R,i (t) with
an exponential distribution as
EPFDex,R,i (t) ∼ E[β],

t ∈ Tinte,i ,

(7)

where E[β] denotes an exponential distributed variable with
mean β. Then, the average RFI at telescope i caused by other
active wireless systems in an RAO time duration Tinte,i can
93957
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be represented as
EPFDex,i (Tinte,i ) = EPFDex,S,i
Z
1
+
EPFDex,R,i (t)dt
Tinte,i Tinte,i
≈ EPFDex,S,i + β.

(8)

In practice, EPFDex,i should be low enough to meet the RFI
and sample loss rate requirement by ITU. In this paper, if not
specified, we consider EPFDex,S,i = −175 dBW/m2 and β =
−175 dBW/m2 for all the telescopes. With the above model,
we can incorporate the effects of other active wireless systems
on the RFI and the corresponding RAO sample loss rate at the
telescopes.

modes and the corresponding beam directions in latitude and
longitude. From the figure we can see that:
• Due to the elevation angle requirement, the telescope can
track a certain target only in a certain time window.
• In the sky-mapping mode, the instantaneous RFI at the
telescope is periodic as the beam direction of the telescope slews.
• In the fixed-direction mode, the instantaneous RFI at the
telescope is fixed (varied) when the telescope’s beam
direction is fixed (varied), which is consistent with our
discussion for Eq. (3).

FIGURE 7. RFI at the Effelsberg 100-m radio telescope in the RAS band I
at different directions in different scenarios.

FIGURE 6. RFI at the Effelsberg 100-m radio telescope in the RAS band I
with different RAO modes and the corresponding beam directions in
latitude and longitude.

F. RFI AND SAMPLE LOSS RATE OF THE GROUND
RADIO TELESCOPES UNDER GSO SCS
1) RFI IN DIFFERENT RAO MODES AND RAO DIRECTIONS

To address the RFI issue of the ground telescopes, we first
pick the Effelsberg 100-m Radio Telescope at Germany as an
example to show the RFI received by the ground telescope in
different observation modes and observation directions. The
following assumptions are made for the different observation
modes. For the target tracking mode, we assume the target’s
initial position in earth coordinate is 86◦ E in longitude and
0◦ in latitude and changes with the earth rotation. For the skymapping mode, we suppose the telescope slews in the northsouth direction with minimum elevation angle 10◦ and a
speed of 40◦ /hour. For the fixed-direction mode, we consider
the telescope randomly picks a direction from 2066 potential
directions, which are the sampled directions with elevation
angles larger than 10◦ . In addition, the RAO direction changes
every 30 minutes, reflecting a periodic target switch manner
of the telescope. Fig. 6 shows the instantaneous RFI EPFD in
RAS band I received by the telescope with the 3 observation
93958

To exhibit a comprehensive image of the RFI at the Effelsberg telescope from different directions and the relationship
between the RFI level and the GSO satellites’ locations,
we collect the RFI results of the all potential directions in
the fixed-direction mode and demonstrate them in Fig. 7. The
blue stars denote the locations of the GSO satellites which can
be viewed from the Effelsberg telescope and the blue lines
indicate the line-of-sight directions from the telescope to the
satellites. The dome on the earth surface shows the celestial sphere viewed by the Effelsberg telescope with colors
indicating the RFI levels at the corresponding directions.
From the figure we can see that RAOs in the directions of
the GSO satellites experience stronger RFI, while the RFI in
other directions are relatively low, which is consistent with
the descriptions about the RFI of the GSO satellite in [32].
In addition, considering the RAO integration time as 30 minutes, the corresponding detrimental RFI threshold in the RAS
band I is −153.9 dBW/m2 . The RFI levels of the directions
shown in the figure, whether with or without GSO satellites
lie in, exceed this threshold. This fact points out the difficulty
of RAO in the RAS band I for the Effelsberg telescope.
2) RFI AND SAMPLE LOSS RATE IN DIFFERENT RAS BANDS
AT DIFFERENT GROUND RADIO TELESCOPES

To show the RFI and the corresponding sample loss rate in the
3 RAS bands at different ground telescopes, we use Monte
Carlo method with 200 realizations of the RAO of the telescopes and average the RFI and the sample loss rate among
VOLUME 7, 2019
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different realizations. In each realization, the telescopes will
randomly pick an RAO mode among the 3 aforementioned
modes and conduct RAO in an operation duration of 24 hours.
Specifically, in the target tracking mode, the latitude of the
target’s initial position in the earth coordinate can be chosen
from the set {90◦ S, 75◦ S, 60◦ S, 45◦ S, 30◦ S, 15◦ S, 0◦ ,
15◦ N, 30◦ N, 45◦ N, 60◦ N, 75◦ N, 90◦ N}. In addition,
the RAO integration time for the target-tracking mode is
assumed to be the time duration when the target is available
for the telescopes to observe (the target elevation angle is
larger than 10◦ ). For the sky-mapping mode and the fixeddirection mode, the RAO integration time are 4 hours and
30 minutes, respectively. Then, with the integration time and
the corresponding threshold, we can obtain the sample loss
rate by dividing the number of the samples with RFI higher
than the threshold during the RAO with the total number of
samples recorded in the RAO.

FIGURE 9. Average sample loss rate at different telescopes
in 200 random realizations.

Next, we evaluate the sample loss rate based on the RAO
integration time mentioned in the previous sections and
demonstrate the results in Fig. 9. We can see from the figure that the sample loss rate of RAO in the RAS band I in the
3 different modes are approximately 100%, which indicates
that the RAO in the RAS band I is completely corrupted
by the RFI from the SCS downlink. On the other hand,
the sample loss rates of the RAO in the RAS bands II and III
are much lower, and the RAOs in these two bands are barely
affected by the RFI from the SCS’s downlink. Nevertheless,
some telescopes still have sample loss rate larger than the
acceptable sample loss rate of 2% defined in [41].
III. EXISTING RFI REDUCTION METHODS
AS BENCHMARKS

FIGURE 8. Average RFI at different telescopes in 200 random realizations .

Fig. 8 shows the average RFI at different telescopes in
the 200 random realizations. From the figure we can see
that the RFI in the RAS bands II and III are relatively low
as the SCS-induced unwanted emission powers in the two
RAS bands are relatively low. On the other hand, as the
RAS band I and the SCS downlink bands overlap with
each other, the RFI in the RAS band I at different telescopes is approximately 40 dB higher than the RFI in the
other 2 protected RAS bands. This RFI difference is much
larger than the differences in the detrimental RFI thresholds
(−154 dBW/m2 , −146 dBW/m2 , and −147 dBW/m2 for the
RAS bands I, II, and III, respectively with the 2000 seconds
RAO integration time). In addition, we can see that the average RFIs of different telescopes may have 30 dB difference.
The dominant factor, which contributes to the difference,
is the locations of the telescopes. The telescopes surrounded
by sea (e.g., telescope 36 on the Big Island of Hawaii in the
Pacific Ocean) may receive less RFI than the telescopes on
the land (e.g., telescope 3 at North Liberty in Iowa) as more
communication cells and potentially more spot beams are
located around the telescopes on land (which can be observed
from Fig. 3).
VOLUME 7, 2019

To address the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed
RFI reduction methods over the existing ones, we consider
two RFI reduction methods adopted by the newly-launched
Iridium Next satellites [42], which are
1) In-band and out-of-band emission suppression method:
This method limits the in-band and out-of-band emission of the downlink signals. First of all, the SCS
satellites stop using RAO bands for downlink transmission to eliminate the in-band interference to the ground
telescopes. In addition, two guard bands on the upper
and lower side of the RAO bands will be arranged to
reduce the unwanted emission of the downlink band
leaking to the RAO band. Secondly, the SCS satellites use specially-designed filter (e.g., a SAW filter)
to reduce the out-of-band emission (OOBE) from the
satellite downlink to the RAO bands. It is believed that
the OOBE of the satellite downlink can be suppressed
by 10 dB [43] compared to the OOBE of existing
in-orbit satellites.5 However, according to [44], this
5 The exact OOBE in the RAO band is not mentioned in the Iridium
Next documents. Thereby, we model the effect of this emission suppression
0 (f ) = max{−40 ·
method in the RAO band as an emission mask with SEM
2·|f −fc |
) − 8 − ∆SEM , −60} where ∆SEM is the OOBE suppression
log10 ( B
sub
achieved by the emission suppression method.
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method may cause larger power consumption in data
transmission.
2) Beam muting method: This method mutes the beams
which cause strong RFI to the telescopes. To simplify
the simulation, we assume the SCS can switch off the
beams immediately when its accumulated RFI EPFD
at the ground telescopes exceeds a certain threshold.
Consequently, the users served by these beams will lose
connection.
The two methods suffer some inevitable service loss.
Applying the emission suppression method may force the
satellite to use low transmitting power or stop transmitting in
the adjacent bands of the RAO band and therefore shrinking
the downlink capacity. Applying the beam muting method
may cause service outage of users in the corresponding cells
during the operation period. For instance, the emission suppression method will cause at least 2.76% downlink throughput loss for suspending the transmission in the 80 MHz
RAO band, aiming to suppress the RFI in the RAS band I.
Meanwhile, the service loss of the beam muting method can
be measured in terms of the percentage of the beam which
are muted partly or completely during an operation duration
(which means the users in the cell served by these beams will
have service outage).
To illustrate more comprehensive performance of the existing RFI reduction methods under different settings, we consider three different application cases, which are
1) Emission suppression method only with OOBE reduction ∆SEM = 10 dB and guard band bandwidth {0, 100,
200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000} MHz.
The 0 MHz guard band bandwidth indicates the case
where we only prevent the data transmission in the
RAO band.
2) Beam muting method only with muting threshold
{−160, −164, −168, −172, −176, −180} dBW/m2 .
3) A joint use of the two aforementioned methods with
∆SEM = 10 dB and beam muting threshold {−160,
−163, −166, −172} dBW/m2 .
In evaluating the above cases, we choose the RAS band
I as an example. In addition, we consider EPFDex,S,i =
−175 dBW/m2 and β = −175 dBW/m2 in the simulation
to address the RFI from other active wireless systems.
To evaluate communication service loss caused by the RFI
reduction methods, we focus on the downlink throughput of
the GSO SCS.6 Suppose the transmission spectral efficiencies
of different downlink subbands are the same, the downlink
throughput of the GSO SCS is determined by the available
spectrum resource. In addition, since some of the spot beams
are muted to reduce RFI, the average throughput of these
beams will decrease consequently. To avoid being restricted
to specific transmission spectrum efficiency and operation
duration values, we define our performance metric as the ratio
of the average throughput of the GSO SCS with RFI reduction
6 We assume there always exist the demand of data service.
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methods over that without RFI reduction methods as
PNGSO PNbeam 0
0
k=1 B j,k · Tj,k
j=1
RA = PN PN
beam
GSO
k=1 Bj,k · Tj,k
j=1

(9)

where Bj,k and B0 j,k are the average downlink bandwidth of
satellite j’s kth spot beam without and with RFI reduction
0 are the beam operation
methods respectively. Tj,k and Tj,k
time of satellite j’s kth spot beam without and with RFI reduction methods respectively in the operation duration. This ratio
reflects the average downlink throughput loss (gain) of the
GSO SCS after applying the RFI reduction methods when
compared to the original GSO SCS without RFI reduction.
The emission suppression method may need to insert guard
bands between the RAO bands and the downlink bands of the
satellites and thus Bj,k will be changed to B0 j,k . The beam
muting method may mute the spot beams with high RFI
and therefore reduce Tj,k . In addition, for the beam muting
method specifically, the spot beams of the GSO satellites
can be divided into 3 groups, which are 1) the spot beams
which are not muted during the operation duration, 2) the
spot beams which are muted during the operation duration
for some time, and 3) the spot beams which are completely
muted in the operation duration. As the operation duration
is relatively long (e.g., 24 hours), the users of the beams in
the first group will suffer a long-time service outage, which
would make the beam muting method less attractive to the
SCS users and operators.

FIGURE 10. Sample loss rate and average throughput ratio in case 1 with
different guard band bandwidths.

Fig. 10 shows the average sample loss rate and average
throughput ratio across different telescopes in case 1 (emission suppression method only) with different guard band
bandwidths.7 The label ‘none’ in the figure represents the
case where no RFI reduction method is applied and the
downlink bands of the GSO satellite are overlapping with
7 The guard band bandwidth includes both the upper and the lower guard
bands.
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the RAO band. In addition, as mentioned before, the ‘0 MHz’
label indicates the case where the GSO satellites only stop
using the RAO band as downlink without inserting any guardband between the GSO downlink bands and the RAO band.
As we can see from the figure, the sample loss rate and the
average throughput ratio decrease with a larger guard band
bandwidth. Nevertheless, the sample loss rate is above 5%
even when the guard band bandwidth is 1000 MHz, which
indicates that the emission suppression method alone cannot
reduce the RFI-induced sample loss rate to a desired level
(less than 2% per ITU-R). In addition, when the guard band
bandwidth is larger than 600 MHz, the sample loss rate cannot
be further reduced.

FIGURE 12. Sample loss rate and average throughput ratio in case 3 with
different muting thresholds.

are required to stop providing service temporarily during the
operation duration and about 12% average throughput ratio is
lost if we want to achieve the sample loss rate less than 2%.
In general, the existing RFI reduction methods can lower
the RFI and sample loss rate for RAS. But the corresponding
service loss of SCS will be high which is unfavorable to
the GSO SCS. Therefore, we propose a spectrum sharing
paradigm with three RFI reduction methods which can reduce
RFI and sample loss rate for RAS as well as increase the
downlink capacity for the SCS.
FIGURE 11. Sample loss rate and average throughput ratio in case 2 with
different muting thresholds.

Fig. 11 shows the average sample loss rate in case 2 (beam
muting only) across different muting thresholds. We show the
percentage of the three groups of spot beams with respect to
the total number of spot beams in Fig. 11 to demonstrate the
service loss of the beam muting method. It can be observed
from the figure that the beam muting method alone can lower
the sample loss rate to 2% or less on the condition that around
15% of spot beams do not provide service and about 35% of
spot beams may temporally shut down during the operation
duration. Comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, we can find that
the emission suppression method can achieve less sample loss
rate when the average throughput ratio is above around 88%
and the corresponding guard band bandwidth is 300 MHz.
Thus, we consider applying this guard band bandwidth in the
3rd case (joint emission suppression and beam muting).
To show the performance of jointly using the two RFI
reduction methods, we plot the average sample loss rate and
the average throughput ratio in case 3 across different muting
thresholds with ∆SEM = 10 dB and 300 MHz guard band
bandwidth in Fig. 12. Comparing Fig. 12 and Fig. 11, we can
see that similar sample loss rate can be achieved with larger
average throughput ratio when jointly applying the two RFI
reduction methods. Nevertheless, up to 16% of spot beams
VOLUME 7, 2019

IV. PROPOSED SPECTRUM SHARING PARADIGM
WITH THREE RFI REDUCTION METHODS
A. RFI DETERMINATION FOR GROUND RADIO
TELESCOPES IN DIFFERENT TIME DURATIONS

From the analyses in the previous sections we can see that the
RAO in the unprotected RAS band I is completely lost due
to the SCS-induced RFI issue and the RAO in the protected
RAS band II and III still suffer some sample loss rate higher
than the ITU-R defined threshold of 2%. Considering the
detrimental RFI in the three RAS bands and the demand
of SCS for extra downlink bandwidth, we propose a spectrum sharing paradigm between the GSO SCS and the RAS.
Suppose each telescope only conducts RAO in one of the
3 RAS bands in one operation duration (e.g., 24 hours). The
different combinations of the RAO bands at all telescopes can
be divided into 7 scenarios as follows:
1. RAO in RAS band I only
2. RAO in RAS band II only
3. RAO in RAS band III only
4. RAO in RAS band I and II only
5. RAO in RAS band I and III only
6. RAO in RAS band II and III only
7. RAO in all the 3 RAS bands.
Then, depending on the idle RAS band(s) offered by the
RAS, we can design the corresponding band allocation to
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different satellite groups. To implement our proposed RFI
reduction methods, we divide the whole operation duration
(e.g., 24 hours) into Np equal periods, and divide each period
into Nsp equal subperiods. For RFI and fairness concern,
we design the band allocation plan for each group of satellites
in a period and a subband allocation plan for each satellite in
each subperiod. As mentioned in Section II-C, the satellites
in the same group use same SCS band for downlink transmission. To avoid causing in-band interference between different
satellites, we design and assign the new SCS bands (groups
of subbands which are designed with our proposed RFI
reduction method) to the satellite groups instead of individual
satellites. Similarly, the subbands in the SCS band which has
been allocated to a certain satellite are assigned to the beam
groups (as mentioned in Section II-C) instead of individual
beams of the satellite to avoid interference between different
beams of the satellite. Although this design may reduce the
flexibility in bands/subbands allocation, it on the other hand
narrows down the search region of possible allocation and
circumvents the interference issue between different satellites
and their spot beams.

qth subperiod in RAS band d as
R
GT,j,k,d Tinte,i,n,q GR,i,j,d (t)dt
Gi,j,k,d (Tinte,i,n,q ) =
.
2 ·T
4π di,j
inte,i

(11)

Then, Eq. (10) can be represented as
EPFDi,d (Tinte,i ) =

Np Nsp
beam
X
X X NX

PUE,j,k,n,q,d

n=1 q=1 j∈IGSO,i k=1

·Gi,j,k,d (Tinte,i,n,q ).

(12)

The average RFI EPFD at telescope i caused by all active
wireless systems can be represented as
EPFDi,d,all = EPFDi,d (Tinte,i ) + EPFDex,i (Tinte,i )

(13)

and the RAO performance and sample loss rate of telescope
i are related to this value. To assess the overall RFI effect
of active wireless systems on the RAS, we consider the sum
of the average RFI at all telescopes in an operation duration
which is defined as
X X
EPFDsum =
EPFDi,d,all
(14)
d∈D i∈IRAS,j,d

FIGURE 13. An example of periods and subperiods in an RAO operation
duration.

Fig. 13 shows an example of the telescope i observing in
an operation duration with Np = 2 and Nsp = 3. Due to the
availability of the target, the telescope may have fractional
integration time in some subperiods. In addition, different
telescopes may observe in different RAS bands8 . Supposing the telescope i observes RAS band d in the considered
operation duration, the average RFI EPFD at the telescope i
generated by GSO satellites in Eq. (3) can be formulated as

EPFDi,d (Tinte,i ) =

Np Nsp
beam
X
X X NX

PUE,j,k,n,q,d

n=1 q=1 j∈IGSO,i k=1

·

GT,j,k,d
2T
4π di,j
inte,i

Z
GR,i,j,d (t)dt (10)
Tinte,i,n,q

where PUE,j,k,n,q,d is the unwanted emission power of satellite j’s kth beam in RAS band d at period n’s qth subperiod,
Tinte,i,n,q is the integration time in period n’s qth subperiod, GT,j,k,d is the corresponding satellite transmit antenna
gain towards the telescope, and GR,i,j,d is the corresponding telescope’s receiving antenna gain. To further simplify
Eq. (10), we define the equivalent gain factor at period n’s
8 We assume their observation bands are not changed during an operation
period.
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where D is the RAO band index set which indicates the RAS
band(s) that the telescopes observe in the operation duration
and IRAS,j,d is the index set of telescopes that observe RAS
bandPd. Our
Pgoal here is to minimize EPFDsum via minimizing d∈D i∈IRAS,j,d EPFDi,d (Tinte,i ) as well as to guarantee
a certain downlink bandwidth for different groups of GSO
satellites.
From Eq. (12), we can see that EPFDi,d (Tinte,i ) is determined by the sum of the products of the unwanted emission powers and the equivalent gain factors of different
beams in different subperiods. Based on this observation,
we design three RFI reduction methods which aim to 1) lower
unwanted emission power of the subbands via spectrum
resource reorganization, 2) reduce equivalent antenna gain
via beam switching, and 3) minimize the product of unwanted
emission power and equivalent antenna gain via a subband
allocation design.
B. REORGANIZATION OF THE SPECTRUM RESOURCE TO
MINIMIZE THE UNWANTED EMISSION POWER OF
THE GSO SATELLITES IN THE RAO BANDS

As we can see from Eq. (12), the RFI can be reduced via
lowering the unwanted emission power of the subbands. For
scenarios 1∼5 of Section IV-A, as one or two protected RAS
band(s) are spare at RAS side, the SCS satellites can use this
spectrum resource to reduce the RFI to the telescopes as well
as to increase their downlink capacity. To fit into the spectrum
usage of GSO SCS, the overall available spectrum resource
should be divided into 30 subbands. Then, the subbands are
grouped into 3 subband groups and assigned to the satellite
groups for use. Thus, the reorganization of the spectrum
resource can be divided into 2 steps, which are 1) subbands
design and grouping, and 2) subband groups assignment to
the satellite groups.
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FIGURE 14. Potential spectrum resource allocation of the SCS in scenario 1.

1) SUBBANDS DESIGN AND GROUPING

While designing the subbands of the SCS in the available
spectrum resource, we should take the following issues into
consideration:
• From Fig. 5, we can see that the PUE ’s caused by the SCS
downlink subbands which are overlapping with the RAO
band are extremely high. Therefore, the SCS should not
use the RAO band for its downlink transmission.
• Although the bandwidth of the SCS subbands can take
arbitrary value within the total available bandwidth, for
simplicity we assume that the subband bandwidth should
be a multiple of a unit bandwidth Bsub,unit and this value
can be viewed as the bandwidth of one channel or one
resource block.
• Given the RAO bands, the available spectrum resource
will naturally be in a form of several discontinuous spectrum blocks. For example, in scenario 1, the available
spectrum resource consists of 4 blocks which are 17.3
– 18.28 GHz, 18.36 – 20.2 GHz, 22.21 – 22.5 GHz,
and 23.6 – 24 GHz. Fig. 14 shows a potential spectrum
resource allocation of the SCS in scenario 1 based on
the aforementioned 4 spectrum blocks. The figure also
explains the relationship between the spectrum blocks
and subband groups. As we can see, the spectrum
blocks are the available spectrum resources which are
separated by unauthorized bands (the bands which are
not allocated for the SCS) or RAO bands. Considering
the hardware complexity of the transceiver components
and the electromagnetic compatibility of the satellites,
we assume that each subband group can have the subbands from at most 2 different spectrum blocks.
• The bandwidths of the subbands in the same block
are designed to be the same. So, each subband group
may have subbands with at most 2 different bandwidths
which in turn makes it easier to facilitate a fair or balanced distribution of bandwidth among spot beams.
• A minimum bandwidth Bsub,0 of the subbands should be
arranged to ensure that the capacity/service performance
of a single spot beam will not be degraded if compared
to the original band assignment in Fig. 2.
Consider a scenario with L discontinuous spectrum
blocks9 , where we use the block index l = {1, 2, . . . , L}
to mark the block with the center frequency from low to
9 L depends on the RAO scenarios: L = 4 for scenario 1, L = 3 for
scenarios 4 and 5, L = 2 for scenarios 2, 3, and 7, and L = 1 for scenario 7.
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high and denote the number of subbands in block l as Nsub,l .
To clearly distinguish subbands in different blocks, we number the subband according to its center frequency from low
to high as isub ∈ Isub , where Isub denotes the index set
of the subbands. In addition, we denote the bandwidth of
each subband in block l as Bsub,l , the total bandwidth of
the subbands in block l as Bl and the unwanted emission
power in RAS band d caused by subband isub as PUE,isub ,d .
Then, we can formulate the spectrum resource reorganization
problem as the one which minimizes the average unwanted
emission power among the subbands as
arg{Bsub,l ,Nsub,l } min

1
|Isub |

X X

PUE,isub ,d

isub ∈Isub d∈D

s.t. Bsub,l ≥ Bsub,0 ∀l ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , L},
mod (Bsub,l , Bsub,unit ) = 0 ∀l ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , L},
Nsub,l · Bsub,l ≤ Bl ∀l ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , L},
L
X
Nsub,l = |Isub |,
l=1
L
X

Nsub,l · Bsub,l ≥ BSCS,0 ,

(15)

l=1

where |Isub | means the total number of subband indexes,
which is equal to the number of subbands we need to arrange
for the SCS. BSCS,0 is the minimum total bandwidth required
by the SCS. mod (A, B) means A modulo B. Generally,
we group the subbands according to their center frequencies
to reduce hardware complexity and therefore we will have
subbands isub = 1, 2, . . . , 10 as subband group 1, isub =
11, 12, . . . , 20 as subband group 2 and isub = 21, 22, . . . , 30
as subband group 3. However, for scenario 1 specifically,
as the bandwidths of the last spectrum blocks are too narrow
(which can be found in Fig. 14) and not enough to form a
subband group, we decide to have the subbands in spectrum
block 1 and 4 as a subband group. Consequently, the number
of subbands in the spectrum blocks should satisfy Nsub,1 +
Nsub,4 = 10 and Nsub,2 + Nsub,3 = 20.
To demonstrate the effects of BSCS,0 , Bsub,0 , and Bsub,unit
on the unwanted emission power of the subbands, we plot the
1 P
PUE,isub,1
average unwanted emission power
|Isub | isub ∈Isub
in the RAS band I versus the minimum total SCS required
bandwidth BSCS,0 under different Bsub,0 and Bsub,unit values
in scenario 1 in Fig. 15. From the figure we can see that the
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FIGURE 15. Average unwanted emission power versus minimum total SCS
required bandwidth BSCS,0 under different Bsub,0 and Bsub,unit values in
scenario 1.

average unwanted emission power decreases as the BSCS,0
reduces in general. However, a floor/limit can be reached for
the case with Bsub,0 = 100 MHz and BSCS,0 ≤ 3000 MHz and
the cases with Bsub,0 = 90 MHz and BSCS,0 ≤ 2700 MHz.
The floors of the curves are owing to that Bsub,0 substitutes
BSCS,0 to limit the total bandwidth used by the SCS. In addition, comparing the 5 curves in the figure we can see that
smaller Bsub,0 and Bsub,unit can offer more flexibility in reducing the average unwanted emission power in some cases.
Nevertheless, the improvement provided by smaller Bsub,0
and Bsub,unit is limited (e.g., less than 2 dB) and insignificant
compared to the effect of BSCS,0 . Therefore, in the rest of the
paper, if not specified, we consider Bsub,unit = 1 MHz to
obtain relatively low unwanted emission power and choose
Bsub,0 = 90 MHz as the smallest subband bandwidth in the
original subbands allocation plan is 90 MHz.

FIGURE 16. Average unwanted emission power in different scenarios
with different BSCS,0 values.

Based on the aforementioned Bsub,0 and Bsub,unit settings,
we show in Fig. 16 the average unwanted emission powers
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in the corresponding RAS bands in the first 5 scenarios of
Section IV-A with different BSCS,0 values. Due to the large
frequency separation between the RAO band and the SCS
downlink bands in scenarios 2 and 3, the average unwanted
emission power is relatively low and unchanged with the
BSCS,0 values we use. Hence, the RFI at the telescopes will
not increase if we allow SCS to use almost all of the idle
RAS bands for its downlink transmission. Then, the total
bandwidth
which can be used by SCS can be BSCS,used =
PL
10 and
l=1 Nsub,l · Bsub,l = 3288 MHz in scenario 2
BSCS,used = 3177 MHz in scenario 3. On the other hand,
in scenarios 1, 4, and 5, a larger BSCS,0 causes a larger
average unwanted emission power, and hence a trade-off
should be made between the total bandwidth of the SCS and
the average unwanted power. In addition, as the SCS owns a
total of 2900 MHz bandwidth in the original band allocation
plan, it would be in general unacceptable to SCS to arrange
bandwidth less than this amount which serves as a lower limit
for the trade-off range.
2) SUBBAND GROUPS ASSIGNMENT

After obtaining the 3 subband groups, we need to assign them
to 3 satellite groups as we discussed in the previous section.
In the subband group assignment design, two factors should
be taken into consideration, which are the fairness in the
downlink bandwidth amounts of different satellite groups and
the RFI generated by these satellites. Nevertheless, we regard
the fairness among different satellite groups as the major
concern in the subband group allocation design. To guarantee
the balanced distribution of the downlink bandwidth among
different groups of satellites, we apply different band assignments in different periods to ensure the average downlink
bandwidth of a certain satellite group over BSCS,used to be
around an expected value. Denote the subband group used
by the satellite group m at the nth period by im,n (im,n ∈
{1, 2, 3}). The average bandwidth of the satellite group m in
PNp
Bim,n where
the operation duration is Bgroup,m = N1p n=1
Bim,n denotes the total bandwidth of subband group im,n .
Then, the average ratio of the spectrum resource used by
the satellite group m in an operation duration over the total
Bgroup,m
.
used spectrum resource BSCS,used is rgroup (m) = BSCS,used
Naturally, we can form an average ratio vector rgroup with the
mth element rgroup (m). To fairly assign the subband groups
to the satellite groups, the assignment problem can be

10 In scenario 2 specifically, if we allow SCS to have B
SCS,used = 3250
MHz, the average unwanted emission power is around -45 dBW which
remains the same for smaller BSCS,used (as shown in Fig. 16). However, if we
allow SCS to have BSCS,used = 3288 MHz, the nearest subband (isub = 30)
to the RAS band II will have a little bit higher unwanted emission power
than the lower bound of the unwanted emission power with the emission
mask. Nevertheless, the increase in the average unwanted emission power
is only 0.56% and can be mitigated with other RFI reduction methods
we apply in this paper. Therefore, we still allow SCS to use that much
BSCS,used in scenario 2 to offer extra downlink bandwidth to SCS as much as
possible.
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formulated as
2

argim,n min ||rgroup − rgroup,0 ||
s.t. im,n ∈ {1, 2, 3},
im1 ,n 6 = im2 ,n , ∀m1 , m2 = 1, 2, . . . , M and m1 6 = m2
(16)
where rgroup,0 is a target spectrum resource usage ratio vector
we want to obtain via the subband groups assignment. Here,
we consider rgroup,0 to be the average spectrum resource
usage ratio vector of SCS with the original band assignment
mentioned in Section II-C. With a limited number of periods
in the operation duration, an exhaustive search can be applied
to find the solution of this problem. If there are multiple {im,n }
combinations that can minimize the target function, we can
pick the one which generates minimum average RFI in the
operation duration among the telescopes.
C. REARRANGING THE SUBBAND ALLOCATION OF THE
GSO SATELLITE’S BEAMS TO MINIMIZE THE
RFI OF THE GSO SATELLITES

From Section II-D, we know that the unwanted emission powers in the RAO band caused by the different SCS downlink
subbands can be fairly different (e.g., about 50 dB difference
in the RAS band I in Fig. 5). This offers us some flexibility in
reducing the RFI via carefully assigning the subbands to the
spot beam groups.
Based on Eq. (12) and Eq. (14), the average RFI EPFD generated by the satellite j in period n’s qth subperiod EPFDj,n,q
can be represented as
EPFDj,n,q =

X

NX
beam

X

PUE,j,k,n,q,d ·Gi,j,k,d (Tinte,i,n,q ).

d∈D i∈IRAS,j,d k=1

(17)
As mentioned in Section II-C, the spot beams of a satellite are
divided into 10 groups and the beams in the same group use
the same subband. Then, Eq. (17) can be formed as
EPFDj,n,q =

10 X
X

[PUE,j,p,n,q,d

p=1 d∈D

·

X

X

Gi,j,k,d (Tinte,i,n,q )]

(18)

k∈IBG,j,p i∈IRAS,j,d

where PUE,j,p,n,q,d denotes the unwanted emission power
of the subband which is assigned to the beam group p in
RAS band d in period n’s qth subperiod. IBG,j,p is the beam
index set of the beams belonging to the beam group p.
As mentioned in Section IV-B, each group of satellites will
be assigned with a group of subbands for downlink in a
period. If the satellite is assigned with the subbands which
share same subband bandwidth, the fairness among different
beam groups of the satellite can be achieved with arbitrary
subband allocation and therefore we can focus on minimizing
the RFI generated by the satellite in the individual subperiod.
Otherwise, the fairness issue among different beam groups
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regarding the downlink bandwidth needs to be considered
and consequently the subband allocation of the satellite in the
subperiods which belong to the same period may affect each
other. Thus, we decompose the RFI minimization problem
and minimize the RFI at the telescopes in an RAO operation
duration via minimizing the RFI of individual satellites in
individual periods.
Let us first formulate and solve the RFI minimization problem for the subperiods in a period without considering the
fairness issue (e.g., the subbands in the considered subband
group share the same bandwidth) and then demonstrate a
simple method to obtain a suboptimal solution under fairness requirement. Assume during period n’s qth subperiod,
the satellite j uses the subband group with subband index set
Isub,group,j,n ⊆ Isub and denote the subband which is used by
the beam group p on satellite j in period n’s qth subperiod
as isub,j,n,p,q . Then, the RFI minimization problem for the
satellite j in the considered subperiod can be formulated as
argisub,j,n,p,q min EPFDj,n,q
s.t. isub,j,n,p,q ∈ Isub,group,j,n ,
isub,j,n,p1 ,q 6= isub,j,n,p2 ,q ,

∀p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}
∀p1 6= p2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}.
(19)

We can use Rearrangement Inequality11 to solve this problem
for |D| = 1. For |D| ≥ 2 case, an exhaustive search with
size 10! can be applied to find the subband allocation that
minimizes the RFI for each subperiod.
The solutions in the previous paragraph are valid only for
the case when the satellites are using the subbands with the
same bandwidth. From the previous sections we know that
a subband group may contain subbands with two different
bandwidths. In this case, the fairness in downlink bandwidth
between the users of different spot beams (cells) should be
guaranteed. Suppose the subbands in the subband groups
Isub,group,j,n can be divided into two groups according to the
bandwidth, which are NA subbands with bandwidth Bsub,A
and 10 − NA subbands12 with bandwidth Bsub,B . For simplicity in design, we allocate Nsp,A subperiods to the subbands with bandwidth Bsub,A and Nsp − Nsp,A subperiods
to the subbands with bandwidth Bsub,B for each group of
spot beams. Then, the average subband bandwidth used by
the spot beams will be B̄sub = [Nsp,A Bsub,A + (Nsp −
Nsp,A )Bsub,B ]/Nsp . We want to choose a pair of Nsp and Nsp,A
values to have B̄sub = [NA · Bsub,A + (10 − NA ) · Bsub,B ]/10.
A convenient solution of Nsp and Nsp,A is Nsp = 10 and
Nsp,A = NA . In the rest of the paper, we adopt this solution
to avoid increasing the complexity of the subbands allocation
design in a period. In this situation, isub,j,n,p,q will be affected
by the subband allocations in other subperiods within the
11 The Rearrangement Inequality states that x y +. . .+x y ≤ x
n 1
1 n
σ (1) y1 +
. . . + xσ (n) yn ≤ x1 y1 + . . . + xn yn for every choice of real numbers x1 ≤
. . . ≤ xn and y1 ≤ . . . ≤ yn and every permutation xσ (1) , . . . , xσ (n) . It offers
the upper and lower bound of the sum of the pairwise products of two real
number sequences [45].
12 From Section II-C we know that the number of subbands in a subband
groups is 10.
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same period. An exhaustive search with (10!)Nsp possible
solutions is computationally prohibitive. Therefore, we propose a method to find a suboptimal solution with less computation complexity. Define the expected RFI of the period n’s
qth subperiod of the satellite j as
EPFDexp,j,n,q =

X

[(

d∈D

·(

1
10

10
X
X

X

PUE,isub ,d )

isub ∈Isub,group,j,n

X

Gi,j,k,d (Tinte,i,n,q ))] (20)

p=1 k∈IBG,j,p i∈IRAS,j,d

where PUE,isub ,d denotes the unwanted emission power of
the subband
with index isub in the RAS band d. We can
1 P
view 10
isub ∈Isub,group,j,n PUE,isub ,d as the average unwanted
emission power in the RAS band d caused by different
SCS downlink P
subbands
are assigned to satellite j in
P whichP
period n and ( 10
p=1
k∈IBG,j,p
i∈IRAS,j,d Gi,j,k,d (Tinte,i,n,q ))
as the total equivalent gain factor of RAS band d in the
period n’s qth subperiod. Then, we sort the subperiods in
period n according to EPFDexp,j,n,q from high to low. Denote
q0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nsp } as the subperiod in period n with
q0 th largest expected RFI of satellite j. Then, we design the
subband allocation isub,j,n,p,q0 , p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10} at the
period n and the subperiod q0 , one by one from the subperiod
with large expected RFI to the one with low expected RFI
(e.g., q0 from 1 to Nsp ) for satellite j. After obtaining the
subband allocation of one subperiod, we check the number
of subperiods with two different subband bandwidths that
each spot beam group is assigned with and eliminate some
subband allocations in the next subperiod which cannot meet
the fairness requirement. For example, after acquiring subband allocations in several subperiods, suppose the spot beam
group p has already been assigned with Nsp,A subperiods
with subband bandwidth Bsub,A . Then, when designing the
subband allocation of the remaining subperiods, we will find
the subband allocation which minimizes EPFDj,n,q0 under
the constraint that the spot beam group p is allocated a
subband with bandwidth Bsub,B . The detailed procedure is
shown in Fig. 17. With this method, we obtain a suboptimal
subband allocation during a period in the operation duration
which meets the fairness requirement.
D. CELL-BASED BEAM SWITCH APPROACH
TO SUPPRESS THE RFI

As mentioned in Section II-C, spot beams from different
satellites may point to the same cell. Here we show an
example of spot beams which serve a cell near the Effelsberg
100-m Radio Telescope and corresponding instantaneous RFI
generated by the spot beams during an RAO task in a targettracking mode in Fig. 18. From the figure we can see that,
depending on the relative positions of the satellites, the SCS
spot beams’ directions, and the RAO beam (target) direction, the RFI generated by different spot beams can have
approximately 30 dB difference and the times of the peaks
of the instantaneous RFI EPFD are different. The huge RFI
93966

FIGURE 17. Procedure diagram for rearranging the subband allocation at
period n.

FIGURE 18. RFI generated by the spot beams from different satellites
which serve a cell near the Effelsberg 100-m Radio Telescope.

differences between different spot beams enable us to reduce
the RFI at the telescopes via enabling a spot beam of one
satellite to support the users of another satellite in the same
cell. To simplify its application in practice, we assume that
each spot beam can support users of at most one other spot
beam of another satellite and the corresponding spot beam
can stop transmission and be muted during the subperiod to
reduce the RFI at the telescopes. We name the spot beam with
extra users as the supporter beam and the spot beam of another
satellite which is supported by the supporter beam as the
muted beam. The supporter beam can generate at most two
data streams simultaneously on two different subbands and
therefore can take place of the muted beam of another satellite
which serves the same cell as the supporter beam. In addition,
we assume the subband which conveys the data stream from
the supporter beam will be the same as the one used by the
muted beam and therefore the users of the muted beam only
need to adjust their pointing direction to receive the signals
VOLUME 7, 2019
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from the supporter beam. To avoid the interference between
the two data streams on the supporter beam, the satellite
with the supporter beam and the satellite with the muted
beam should belong to different satellite groups so that the
subbands used by the supporter and the muted beams are
different. In addition, considering the capacity of other links
(e.g, the satellite to gateway link which offers the Internet
access), each satellite is assumed to be able to support at most
Nbeam +Nbeam,ex data streams with Nbeam,ex denoting the extra
number of data streams that can be supported by the satellite.
If there is no limitation on the total number of data streams
one satellite can support, we can find the optimal solution of
the beam switch, cell by cell, via an exhaustive search. Otherwise, we propose a suboptimal beam switch algorithm
that meets the spot beam limitation per satellite. Based on
Eq. (17), the RFI generated by satellite j’s kth spot beam in
period n’s qth subperiod without the beam switch is
X X
EPFDj,k,n,q =
PUE,j,k,n,q,d · Gi,j,k,d (Tinte,i,n,q ).
d∈D i∈IRAS,j,d

(21)
where the (j0 , k 0 )

Define a satellite and beam index set Icell,j,k
element belongs to Icell,j,k if the satellite j0 ’s k 0 th spot beam
serves the same cell as the satellite j’s kth spot beam and the
satellites j and j0 are not in the same satellite group. Then,
we can find an alternative RFI for the satellite j’s kth beam
EPFDA,j,k,n,q such that


EPFDj,k,n,q , Icell,j,k = ∅







P

 min
[PUE,j,k,n,q,d
0
0
EPFDA,j,k,n,q = {j ,k }∈Icell,j,k
(22)
d∈D
X


0
·
G
(T
)],

inte,i,n,q
i,j ,k,d



i∈IRAS,j0 ,d




otherwize.
Next, we can construct two NGSO × Nbeam RFI matrices
R0 and RA with R0 (j, k) = EPFDj,k,n,q and RA (j, k) =
EPFDA,j,k,n,q . Then, the algorithm for searching the beam
switch plan for period n and subperiod q is described in
algorithm 1 shown in the next page. There, line 4 indicates
that in each iteration, we pick the beam switch pair which
makes the most RFI reduction. In line 8, we update the beam
index set Icell,j,k to avoid for other spot beams choosing the
beam {j0 , k0 } as an alternative beam as this beam has supported the users of the beam {j, k}. Line 3 is the termination
condition of the iteration by which the iteration will stop
if no further RFI reduction can be achieved via the beam
switch. An alternative termination condition can be the total
number of beam switches, which also limits the number of
users that need to slew their antenna directions.
In addition, from the previous section we know that the
subband allocation is related to the equivalent gain factors,
which will be changed if the beam switch method is applied.
On the other hand, the beam switch plan is also affected
by PUE,j,k,n,q,d . For example, for multiple spot beams which
VOLUME 7, 2019

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for the Beam Switch Plan
Input:
Unwanted emission power PUE,j,k,n,q,d ;
Equivalent gain factors Gi,j,k,d (Tinte,i,n,q );
Satellite and beam index set Icell,j,k ;
Maximum number of data streams per satellite Nbeam +
Nbeam,ex .
Output:
Beam switch plan matrix for subperiod q of period n:
Bswitch,n,q
Initialization
1: Find the RFI matrices R0 and RA
2: Initialize the elements in the number of data streams
vector Ndata,re as Nbeam
LOOP Process
3: while max(R0 − RA ) > 0 do
4:
Find {j, k} = arg{j,k} max (R0 (j, k) − RA (j, k))
5:
Find {j0 , k0 } that leads to EPFDA,j,k,n,q
6:
Record the beam switch {j, k} → {j0 , k0 } in Bswitch,n,q
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

EPFDj,k,n,q
=
EPFDA,j,k,n,q , Ndata,re (j0 )
=
Ndata,re (j0 ) + 1, Ndata,re (j) = Ndata,re (j) − 1
Update Icell,j,k for those {j, k} with {i0 , j0 } as an alternative beam and update EPFDA,j,k,n,q accordingly.
Check Ndata,re and update Icell,j,k and EPFDA,j,k,n,q for
Ndata,re (j) = Nbeam + Nbeam,ex
end while
return Bswitch,n,q

choose the same spot beam as an alternative, the one with
higher PUE,j,k,n,q,d may gain some priority in designing the
beam switch plan as more RFI reduction can be achieved.
Since the two methods are dependent on each other, we offer
a simple way to use them jointly. We can first design the
subband allocation plan without considering the beam switch
and fairness among spot beams, which can be viewed as an
optimal plan in the subband allocation. Based on the subband
allocation plan, we use the aforementioned algorithm to find
the beam switch plan. Then, with the beam switch plan
obtained, we update the equivalent gain factors for the spot
beams and re-design the subband allocation plan with the
fairness concern.
Note that RAO tasks at the observatories are scheduled well
in advance and the GSO satellites and radio telescopes are
stationary with respect to each other. Thus, in implementing
the proposed methods, dynamic coordination between SCS
and RAS is not needed within each RAO schedule time
frame (which is several orders of magnitude longer than
the communication side time frame). The SCS just needs to
obtain detailed information of RAO tasks for each schedule
time frame in advance from the RAS and then execute the
proposed RFI reduction methods for each RAO schedule
time frame without needing further coordination. Executing
the proposed approaches is similar to conducting existing
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(adaptive) resource allocation schemes of cellular systems but
generally at a slower rate due to the relatively stationary environment of GSO SCS. Thus, it is within practical feasibility
and cost. As will be shown in the next section, the proposed
approaches successfully address the critical issue of friendly
coexistence between GSO SCS and RAS and furthermore
yield mutual benefits to both sides. These advantages clearly
outweigh the cost of implementation.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF RFI AND
SAMPLE LOSS RATE
A. EFFECTS OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE
THREE RFI REDUCTION METHODS

First of all, to demonstrate the effect of BSCS,0 in the reorganization of the spectrum resource method on RFI and sample
loss rate, we consider a realization in scenario 1 and plot
the average RFI and the sample loss rate at the telescopes
with different values of BSCS,0 in Fig. 19. Comparing Fig. 16
and Fig. 19, we can see that with a smaller BSCS,0 required
by the SCS, a lower average unwanted emission power can
be achieved which generally leads to lower average RFI and
lower sample loss rate. Nevertheless, a sample loss rate of
about 12% is still suffered by the RAS side even if BSCS,0 is
2700 MHz in this specific realization.

FIGURE 19. Average RFI and sample loss rate of a realization in scenario
1 among the telescopes using the spectrum resource reorganization
method with different BSCS,0 requirements.

Secondly, we compare the performances due to the different numbers of subperiods in the subband allocation method
and the beam switch method with the corresponding average
RFI among the telescopes in a fixed period time. As we
consider the subband allocation in Fig. 2 without application
of the reorganization of spectrum resource, the subband bandwidth is the same in different bands and therefore the fairness
issue is out of concern in the subband allocation design in
this case. We pick a realization in scenario 1 and plot the RFI
with different values of Nsp in Fig. 20. As we can see from
the figure, with a larger Nsp , the two methods can reduce
more RFI at the telescopes. Nevertheless, the difference in
93968

FIGURE 20. Average RFI among the telescopes of a realization in
scenario 1 using the subband allocation method or the beam switch
method with different Nsp values.

average RFI between Nsp = 2 and Nsp = 20 is approximately 0.22 dBW/m2 with the subband allocation method
and 0.5 dBW/m2 with the beam switch method, which is
relatively limited, indicating robustness of these approaches
with different parameter settings. Note that for a larger Nsp ,
the users may switch from one subband to another or re-focus
the beam direction frequently, which may need extra expense
on synchronization. Thus, in the rest of the paper, we consider
Np = 4 and Nsp = 10 to ensure a good RFI reduction performance and to simplify the process for subband allocation
in a period and maintaining fairness between different beam
groups (as mentioned in Section IV-C). The corresponding
time duration of the subperiod Tsp is 36 min.
Thirdly, we investigate the effects of the number of extra
data streams and the number of beam switch operations
conducted in each subperiod for the beam switch method.
For this, we terminate the algorithm 1 when the number of
beam switches reaches a certain threshold Nswitch and thereby
limit the total number of beam switches. Fig. 21 shows
the average RFI received by the telescopes in a realization
in scenario 1 using the beam switch method with different
Nswitch and Nbeam,ex values. As we can see from the figure,
larger Nswitch and Nbeam,ex can lead to lower average RFI at
the telescopes. In addition, Nswitch has stronger impact on RFI
than Nbeam,ex as the RFI difference between different Nswitch
values spans several dBs while the one for different Nbeam,ex
values only varies within 1 dB. Thus, in the rest of the paper,
we consider Nbeam,ex = 4 while not limiting Nswitch in the
performance evaluation of the RFI and sample loss rate in
different scenarios with the beam switch method.
B. RFI AND SAMPLE LOSS RATE
IN DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

As we can see from Section IV, the subband allocation
method and the beam switch method are dependent on the
equivalent gain factors, which are related to the specific
RAO task of the telescopes (e.g., different RAO task types
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 21. Average RFI among the telescopes of a realization in
scenario 1 using the beam switch method with different Nbeam,ex and
Nswitch values .

mentioned in Section II-B). To obtain a comprehensive performance of the RFI and sample loss rate at the telescopes
with the proposed methods, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed RFI reduction methods with 100 random
realizations of RAO tasks for the telescopes with the detailed
settings mentioned in Section II-F. To highlight the effectiveness of the proposed methods, we also demonstrate the
performance of jointly using the existing emission suppression and beam muting methods [44] (we name them as ‘‘reference methods’’). As mentioned before, we let Np = 4
and Nsp = 10 for the subband allocation method and the
beam switch method. In addition, we consider EPFDex,S,i =
−175 dBW/m2 and β = −175 dBW/m2 in the simulation to
address the RFI from other active wireless systems.
For scenario 1, we consider BSCS,0 = 2800, 2900, and
3000 MHz to demonstrate the proposed methods with different RFI reduction performance. In addition, the performance of the reference methods with guardband bandwidth
300 MHz and different beam muting thresholds are shown
for comparison. Fig. 22 shows the average RFI at different
telescopes with different RFI reduction methods in scenario
1 among 100 random realizations. As we can see from the
figure, the proposed methods can lower the average RFI
by about 50 dB. The average RFI of different telescopes
range from -170 dBW/m2 to -160 dBW/m2 , which is around
the detrimental RFI threshold for 24-hour observation in
the RAS band I (-162.3 dBW/m2 ). Although similar RFI
reduction can also be achieved by the reference methods,
the average throughput ratios of the two are different. Fig. 23
demonstrates the average sample loss rate versus average
throughput ratio for the different RFI reduction methods in
scenario 1. As we can see from the figure, both the proposed
methods and the reference methods can lower the average
sample loss rate to less than 2%, which complies with the
ITU-R requirement in [41]. However, the proposed methods
can achieve approximately 15% more throughput than the
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 22. Average RFI at different telescopes with different RFI
reduction methods in scenario 1.

FIGURE 23. Average sample loss rate versus average throughput ratio
with different RFI reduction methods in scenario 1.

reference ones with similar sample loss rate. Furthermore,
recall that the average throughput ratio represents the SCS
throughput advantage of the proposed cooperative spectrum
sharing paradigm over the existing SCS without spectrum
sharing with RAS. From the figure, with a proper setting
(e.g., BSCS,0 = 3000 MHz), our proposed paradigm can
achieve 4.5% more average throughput than the original SCS
in scenario 1, which is an attractive benefit to the SCS side.
Scenarios 2 and 3 share the similarity in that the RAO
is conducted in one of the protected RAS bands and the
remaining RAS band is exploited by the satellite system to
improve the downlink throughput and reduce the RFI to the
telescopes. In addition, as the downlink subbands are relatively far from the RAO band, the unwanted emission powers
in the RAO band caused by the SCS downlink subbands,
as shown in Fig. 5, have already reached the lower bound
with the aforementioned emission mask and they have no
difference between each other. Since the subbands share the
same unwanted emission power in the considered RAS bands
(which can be observed from Fig. 16), the subband allocation
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FIGURE 25. Average sample loss rate versus average throughput ratio
with different RFI reduction methods in scenarios 2 and 3.
FIGURE 24. Average RFI at different telescopes with different RFI
reduction methods in scenarios 2 and 3.

method will not bring any further RFI reduction and therefore
is only used for maintaining the fairness of bandwidth among
the spot beam groups. Similarly, the guard band insertion in
the emission suppression method is not necessary due to the
huge frequency separation between the downlink bands and
the RAO band. Fig. 24 shows the average RFI at different
telescopes in scenarios 2 and 3. As we can see from the
figure, the RFI of the case without any RFI reduction method
are already relatively low for these scenarios. However, our
proposed RFI reduction methods can still improve the quality
of the RAO in these two scenarios with beam switching.
From the figure we can see that the average RFI at different
telescopes of the proposed paradigm in the two scenarios
range from −170 dBW/m2 to −160 dBW/m2 , which is
below the detrimental RFI threshold of 24-hour observation
in the RAS band II (−154.3 dBW/m2 ) and band III (−154.7
dBW/m2 ).
Fig. 25 demonstrates the corresponding average sample
loss rate versus the average throughput ratio in scenarios
2 and 3. The figure indicates that the proposed methods can
offer around 13% and 9% more throughput than the reference
ones in scenarios 2 and 3 respectively, given similar RAO
sample loss rate. In addition, as discussed in the footnote in
Section IV-B, applying BSCS,0 = 3288 MHz may increase
the RFI in scenario 2. However, as can be observed from
Fig. 25, the RFI increase due to applying BSCS,0 = 3288 MHz
has negligible impact on the sample loss rate (compared to
the case with BSCS,0 = 3250 MHz, which achieves lowest
unwanted emission power). This allows us to fully exploit
the idle RAS bands without causing detrimental sample loss
using our proposed methods in scenario 2. In general, the proposed paradigm can achieve 13.88% and 9.6% more average
throughput than the original SCS in scenarios 2 and 3 respectively without violating the sample loss rate requirement.
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FIGURE 26. Average RFI at different telescopes with different RFI
reduction methods in scenario 4.

Scenarios 4 and 5 can be viewed as a special case of
scenario 2 or 3 where some of the telescopes need to observe
the RAS band I instead of band II or III. Fig. 26 and Fig. 28
show the average RFI at different telescopes in scenarios
4 and 5 while Fig. 27 and Fig. 29 demonstrate the average
sample loss rate versus the achievable throughput ratio in
scenarios 4 and 5. We pick Bsub,0 = 86 MHz specifically for
BSCS,0 = 2600 MHz to avoid the situation where Bsub,0 limits
the unwanted emission power reduction using the spectrum
resource reorganization method. Comparing Fig. 23, Fig. 27,
and Fig. 29, we can see that the telescopes in the proposed
paradigm suffer higher sample loss rate of the observation in
the RAS band I in scenarios 4 and 5 than in scenario 1 given
the same BSCS,0 (e.g., BSCS,0 = 2900 MHz ). The differences
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 27. Average sample loss rate versus average throughput ratio
with different RFI reduction methods in scenario 4.

FIGURE 28. Average RFI at different telescopes with different RFI
reduction methods in scenario 5.

in the sample loss rates of the three scenarios are due to
the relatively small amount of available spectrum resource
(idle RAS band(s)) in scenarios 4 and 5 to accommodate the
SCS downlink traffic and to reduce the unwanted emission
power of the downlink subbands. The results indicate that the
proposed paradigm needs to suffer 5% throughput loss in scenario 4 and even more throughput loss (10%) in scenario 5 to
lower the average sample loss rate below 2%. Nevertheless,
Fig. 27 and Fig. 29 point out that our proposed methods can
still achieve similar average sample loss rate with more SCS
downlink throughput than the reference methods.
Although the sample loss rates in the RAS bands II and III
can still be reduced with the proposed paradigm in scenario 4 and 5, a more efficient choice for the telescopes is
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 29. Average sample loss rate versus average throughput ratio
with different RFI reduction methods in scenario 5.

to work on the same RAS band together and switch from
one to another in different operation durations. In this way,
the whole system is operating in scenario 1, 2, or 3, and
low sample loss rate and high system throughput can be
achieved simultaneously. Nevertheless, scenarios 4 and 5 are
not meaningless as in some cases the telescopes need to
observe different RAS bands and the proposed RFI reduction
methods can enable the telescopes to obtain meaningful RAO
in the RAS band I at the cost of some SCS throughput loss.
Scenario 6 is an example of the existing RAO practice
of the telescopes where they have primary use in the RAS
bands II and III and can make observation at any time as
they want. As mentioned in the analysis of scenarios 4 and 5,
the unwanted emission powers caused by the subbands with
the original allocation plan in the exiting paradigm are the
same and already reach the lower bound. Therefore, the subband allocation method is not able to further reduce the RFI.
In addition, as we forbid using RAO bands for downlink
transmission (which would cause unavoidable strong RFI in
the overlapping RAO band(s)), there will be no idle band
from RAS side to apply the spectrum resource reorganization method. In this case, the beam switch method brings
major improvement on the RAO quality. Fig. 30 shows the
average RFI at different telescopes in scenario 6 and Fig. 31
demonstrates the average sample loss rate versus the average
throughput ratio in scenario 6. From Fig. 30 we can see, as we
explained before, the average RFIs in the two RAO bands
are relatively low even without applying any RFI reduction
methods. Nevertheless, the proposed method can still lower
the RFI. In addition, Fig. 31 indicates that the proposed
methods maintain same service capacity/throughput while
offering RFI and sample loss rate reduction. On the other
hand, the reference methods inevitably bring some service
loss to SCS side when improving the RAO quality of the
telescopes.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

FIGURE 30. Average RFI at different telescopes with/without the beam
switch method in scenario 6.

In this paper, we investigated the effects of the GSO satellites
on the RFI and sample loss rate of the RAO using three
bands of interests for RAS as an example. The analyses
showed that the RFI of the GSO satellites in the unprotected
RAS band (e.g. 18.28 – 18.36 GHz) could be tens of dB
above the detrimental RFI threshold of the RAO and hence
could disrupt the RAO of the ground telescopes. To overcome
such spectrum access conflict, we proposed a spectrum sharing paradigm for GSO SCS and RAS, together with three
RFI reduction methods. These methods were formulated
as i) reorganization of the spectrum resource to minimize
the unwanted emission of the GSO satellites in the RAO
bands, ii) rearranging the subband allocation of the GSO
satellite’s beams based on their unwanted emission powers
and bandwidths, and iii) cell-based beam switch approach
to suppress the RFI of the GSO satellites. We investigated
the effects of the parameter settings in the three RFI reduction methods which showed performance robustness of different parameter settings as well as some tradeoff between
RAO quality and SCS downlink capacity. Next, our performance evaluation results conveyed that applying the three
proposed methods jointly yielded larger SCS throughput
performance gain over the existing RFI reduction methods.
Furthermore, the results illustrated the benefits of the proposed paradigm over the existing paradigm in terms of its
capabilities in enabling the RAO in the unprotected RAS band
(18.28 – 18.36 GHz), improving the RAO quality in the
protected RAS bands (22.21 – 22.5 and 23.6 – 24 GHz),
and increasing the SCS downlink capacity/throughput.
Overall, the proposed approaches enable a friendly coexistence between GSO SCS and RAS with mutual benefits
which are unavailable in the existing approaches.
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FIGURE 31. Average sample loss rate versus average throughput ratio in
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